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Covid-19 and Space Companies

• Coronavirus is affecting aerospace companies.  In the 
past they were a prime focus for investors, but now with 
the uncertainties about the world wide future economy, 
much of those funds have dried up.

• We've already seen the London-based company OneWeb 
file for bankruptcy just a month ago, only a few days after 
launching another 34 of their broadband satellites.
‒ In mid-April they approached UK Government for a lifeline, 

result unknown as yet.

• Both Space X and Blue Origin make extensive use of 3D 
printing and have diverted some of their capacity to 
producing face masks for health workers

• Virgin Orbit has been turning out ventilators
‒ once regulatory approval given they plan to produce 200/week



Comings and Goings at ISS
• A Soyuz spacecraft delivered the latest three crew 

members to the ISS on April 9th bringing crew back to 6
‒ Two Russian cosmonauts plus one USA astronaut 

• On 17th April three crew returned from the ISS
‒ Andrew Morgan - NASA (272 days)

‒ Jessica Meir - NASA (205 days)

‒ Oleg.Skripochka - Roscosmos (205 days)

‒ They'll stay in quarantine for an extra fortnight as a precaution 
against C-19.  Human immune systems are slightly depressed 
after a long stint in space

• A Progress resupply cargo vessel was launched on 25th 

April taking 3 tons of supplies and equipment to the ISS.

•     
  



Space X Crew Dragon set for ISS
• NASA and Space X have 

agreed May 27th as the 
launch date for Demo-2, 
the first manned flight of a 
Crew Dragon which will dock 
with the ISS a day later
‒ Two NASA astronauts will stay and work on the ISS for 2 to 3 

months, then return in the Crew Dragon for a splash down in 
the Atlantic.

‒  Bob Behnken and Doug Hurley are both veterans of the Shuttle

‒ This will be the first manned launch from US soil since the 
retirement of the Space Shuttle in 20112

• Crew-1 is the name of the first operational mission to ISS
‒ Launch date “later this year”, 6 month mission

‒ 3 NASA astronauts plus 1 from JAXA



Space X launches more Starlink 
broadband satellites

• Space X launched 60 more Starlink satellites, 23rd April
‒ That's 420 now in orbit

‒ Falcon 9 used was launching for the 4th time and landed flawlessly 
on the drone recovery ship

• The Falcon 9 upper stage together with the dispensing 
canister plus the 60 tightly grouped, just deployed satellites 
passed over SE England only 23 minutes after launch and 
presented a spectacular sight to the naked eye, shining 
brighter than the planet Venus.
‒ Through binoculars a bar shape was visible plus a few outlying tiny 

sparks. These were the furthest out of the Starlinks, faint because 
their solar sails had yet to be deployed.

• Previously launched Starlinks have recently been making 
some spectacular passes over the UK.
‒ Heavens-Above.com predicts visible passes of these and the ISS

• 



NASA Selects Space X for Lunar 
Resupply Missions:

• Space X has been contracted by NASA for launches of 
an uprated version of its Dragon cargo supply vessel to 
Gateway, the mini-ISS which will be placed in orbit 
around the Moon as part of NASA's Artemis programme, 
acting as a way stop on future manned lunar landing 
missions.

• The Dragon XL would be launched using Space X's 
Falcon Heavy rocket and would be capable of ferrying 5 
metric tonnes to Lunar orbit

• Cargo would typically be sample return equipment, landing 
crew spacesuits, misc items needed both on board 
Gateway and the Lunar surface
‒ first logistics mission could be as early as 2024, but Gateway is 

thought likely to be delayed.



Taking a leak on the Moon?

• Scientists have reported 
that a study has shown 
that human urea could 
be a very useful additive 
in a process using lunar 
regolith to 3D print structures in any future 
Moon base.

• The urea would act as a “plasticizer” that keeps 
3D printed structures workable, maintaining 
their strength and stability whilst hardening  

• Image shows an artist's illustration of Moon Village, a concept 
lunar outpost that would 3D-print protective shells around 
inflatable habitats using lunar soil.



Hubble - 30th Anniversary

• NASA and the astronomical community celebrates 30 
years since the Hubble Space Telescope was launched.
‒ Initially a flop because of a problem with it's primary mirror

‒ Corrected by astronauts on the first Hubble servicing Space 
Shuttle flight, effectively adding a “pair of spectacles” 

‒ Maintained by four more servicing missions, the last in 2009

‒ Should have 5 more years of service, maybe more
‒ initially it had 6 gyros for pointing, needing 3 operating for full accuracy

‒ now 3 have failed so no redundancy

‒ can operate in a reduced mode with just 1

‒ still in high demand, averages 1,200 requests each year of 
which only 250 can be accommodated

• A special commemorative Hubble image has been 
released by NASA, called Coral Reef



Coral Reef

Blue nebula is NGC 2020 & red nebula is NGC2014
Both in the Large Magellanic Cloud 163,000  LY away 



Hubble eXtreme Deep Field

• 2,000,000 seconds
exposure time

• area just 1/10 of width
of Moon

• 30 millionths of sky

• yet contains 5,500
galaxies, some getting 
on for 13 billion light 
years away!



Comet ATLAS breaks up!

• Big disappointment for 
astronomers!

• We had been hoping that 
Comet ATLAS would 
become a naked-eye 
spectacular object

• At the start of April it was 
thought to have broken up,
but study was difficult from ground-based telescopes.

• Hubble has investigated & shows clearly the fragmentation

• However researchers will still learn a considerable amount 
by studying the behaviour of the fragments of this Oort 
Cloud 



Other Comet News 

• Comet C/2020 F8 Swan was discovered early April and 
is showing early signs that this may well become naked 
eye visible in May

• Comet 2I/Borisov, the 2nd interstellar visitor and 
definitely identified as a comet, is now on its way out of 
our Solar System, and has been continually studied 
since discovery
‒ NASA's Swift satellite has studied the trail of Borisov and 

results indicate that it is rich in Carbon Monoxide and thus 
likely to have formed near a Red Dwarf star.

‒ One team is considering launching a probe to rendezvous and 
study this extra solar visitor, but it wouldn't get there until 2045



Asteroid News 

• A  mile wide asteroid called 1998 OR2 flew past the 
Earth on Wednesday 29th April, almost 4 million miles 
away - 16 times the distance to the Moon.

• There's a group of asteroids that have highly inclined and 
unstable orbits, between Jupiter and Neptune.  These 
can exhibit both comet-like behaviour and that of 
asteroids and are known as Centaurs.  A recent study 
concludes that 19 of these bodies could not have 
originated within our Solar System, but were captured 
from some other star, back in the days when the young 
Sun was part of a star cluster and the stars relatively 
close to each other. 



What's Up!
For May 2020 



As at 10 p.m.
mid-month
mid-month

The May
 Night Sky



Sun & Moon in May

• First Quarter 30th

• Full Moon 7th

• Last Quarter 14th

• New Moon 22nd

Sun Moon

1st Rise 05.34 12.15

Set 20.25 03.52

15th Rise 05.10 03.07

Set 20.47 12.49

31st Rise 04.52 02.44

Set 21.08 14.04



What’s Up - Planets

• Mercury  
– Appears again as an evening object from 2nd week 

onwards, very low in the North West 40 mins after sunset, 
but climbs higher as the month draws on.

• Venus
– A brilliant evening object shining at mag -4.7 in the West at 

the start of the month. By month end it will have dropped 
considerably lower and moved to the North West. Through 
a telescope its disk will grow considerably during the month 
and its crescent phase will become even slimmer.

• Mars
– A morning object low in the East South East, the planet 

slowly improves as draws closer to us as the month draws 
on, brightening to magnitude +0.0.



What’s Up - Planets
• Jupiter
–  Visible as a morning object in the South East pre-dawn 
    skies, brightening to mag -2.4 and rising shortly after  
    midnight  by month end.   . 

• Saturn
– A low morning object at mag +0.7, low in the South East,
   between Mars & Jupiter. 

• Uranus 
–  Not visible this month

• Neptune
– Not visible this month



Phenomena in May

•7th  The peak of the Eta Aquarid meteor shower occurs 
         overnight.  Theoretical max is 28 per hour but the full
         Moon  won't be favourable to a good display.
•12th -13th  Waning gibbous Moon passes close to Jupiter, 
         Saturn & Mars in pre-dawn sky 

•15th  The waning gibbous Moon forms a triangle with Jupiter
        and Saturn at 4.30a.m. 

•22nd Venus and Mercury will be just over 1o apart

•24th The very thin crescent Moon will be close to both
          Mercury and Venus

•24th  Comet C/2017 T2 PanSTARRS  close to M81 & M82

•27th  Moon just 2o  from the open cluster M44, the Beehive

•29th  The Lunar X and Lunar V clair-obscur effects can be 
           seen on the Moon's terminator



Meetings at Local Societies

• Given the current Covid-19 situation, all meetings 
at our local astronomical societies have been 
cancelled until further notice.

• You might like however to see their websites for 
items of interest:
– Guildford AS http://www.guildfordas.org/

– Farnham AS https://www.farnham-as.co.uk/

– Croydon AS http://www.croydonastro.org.uk/

– Ewell AS https://ewellastronomy.org/

– Walton AG          http://www.waltonastrogroup.co.uk/



Astronomy on TV

The Sky at Night    “ 800th Episode”

The anniversary is marked by a back-to-basics lesson in 
practical astronomy.  Topics include the dimming of 
Betelgeuse, how to observe meteor showers and spotting 
bright Venus.  Plus, there's a look back at Patrick Moore's 
stargazing techniques; a beginner's guide to the Messier 
catalogue of celestial targets; the latest from the Mars Insight 
mission; and how to get started in astrophotography.

Sunday    10th May   BBC 4, 10.00 pm
Thursday     14th May BBC 4, 7.30 pm

for exact times please check www.radiotimes.com 
 or  www.bbc.co.uk/skyatnight




